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PARTS:

Arduino microcontroller (1)

SUMMARY

My program shows you all of the data on your Led from the first light to the normal operation
light. From that data you can pick an RS that is good light, but lower in current. You must
build the circuit to run my program. You must open a terminal window when you run my
program. Bright led can waste a lot of current. Using a higher RS like 470 to 1k you can
save almost half of the current. You can set LED_VCC to where the Led is running. Aref is
the processor’s VCC running my program. You can also set LED_START_VOLTS and
LED_MAX_VOLTS for the Led. You can set information in the output for your Led.

RS is found (Vin – Vled) / Iled as (6 – 1.7) / .02 = 215 or about 220 ohms.

Currently my program needs to run on a 5 volt system. You can use LED_VCC for any
voltage and get to RS for the Test Led. I have a 3.3 volt system now and I will work on my
program for it.

I got my Arduino Uno at Makezine.com Store with the Arduino Starter Pack that came with
the MakerShield for it. If you have not gotten into Microprocessor Processor Boards you
should try the Arduino. There is a ton of support at Arduino.cc/en/. The Arduino
IDE(Integrated Development Environment) easy to get started with and can do a lot of stuff
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with the processors. You do need to know C. I must say that the C language is uniquely
Arduino, but that is the fun of it. They have tons of help and examples.

I was playing with the Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) that came in the Arduino starter pack
and I saw it jump when I pasted it over a lit LED. So I built my program to show how Leds
work. The Arduinos are wonderful and I love C. This is what processor boards do in our
world. They sit in a box collecting data that they format and transmit to another system. My
program tests the Led and outputs the data to the terminal.

My program uses Pulse Width Modulation(PWM) on a digital pin to slowly increase the
voltage applied to the test LED. I read the LDR for the light output of the Led. Analogue
outputs are 256 steps ground to VCC as PWM. Analogue inputs are 1024 steps ground to
VCC(Aref). A high enough range to get about four decimal places of accuracy. I created
AdcOneVolt by dividing 1024 by Aref(5). I read the volts at the Test Led and R1(220) and I
know my volts In so ohms law for current is VoltsIn – VoltsLed / R1. This was simple with
the Arduino.

The lightGap or the difference in the light output by the Led at each Step in the test gave me
a plateau test. If the lightGap is low for 3 times in a row it is a plateau. As a semiconductor
junction reaches its Saturation point the light, voltage and the current level off in the form of
a plateau. My program looks for the first plateau of the Led and ends the test at that point.
This is the normal operating voltage and current for the Led at VCC. I also give the Led’s
first light. The Current and the Input Voltage do change but the Led voltage and its light
output do not change much. Increase your RS for each Led and you will have more power for
other things.

My program looks more complicated than it is because it is a terminal program. All of that
text and logic to control it is what fills up my two loops. Always label the closing brace of a
loop when you first start it so that you and everyone else will know what it is. Comments let
everyone understand your code. Naming variables so that they connect to what they are
make your code easier to understand. Defines do not use any memory. Floating point uses a
lot of memory, but they print faster and nicer without any other formatting.

To test Infrared diodes and detectors you need a matched set. The Nano-Meter frequency
needs to be close enough for them to work together. The detector goes where the LDR is.
You may not need to changes anything in the program.

The probe I made out of the simple little LDR that came in the starter pack. I insulated the
leads of the LDR and twisted them together to form a cord. I added a bit more wire and
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mounted it on a short pin snap-off header. You need to cover the edge and the back of the
LDR to block excess light from hitting it. I used black heat-shrink tubing that just fit the LDR
to do this. I filled the back of the LDR and the wires with hot-melt glue and added a smaller
piece of heat-shrink tubing to make it look nice. I put another piece of heat-shrink tubing on
the LDR to from a hood to block more light. Another piece of un-shrunk heat-shrink tubing
that just fits the LDR goes over your test LED and then your probe goes into that and
touches the test LED. Look at the pictures.

I just created a circuit for this article. You need the circuit to run my program. I created a
very small cute circuit board LedExplore2s circuit.pdf and a mini-shield LedExplore1mShi
eld.pdf. I also made a board with twelve circuits on it LedExplore2s12.pdf. To make the
board print the pdf file at 100%. For lasers printers print on the smooth side of the
transparence sheet. Make sure you can read the name and port numbers. These boards are
the bottom trace of the circuit board. Cut out the circuit on the board’s outline.

In the circuit the capacitors are necessary for good analogue readings. PWM is noisy. C2-
100mf & C3-104 input PWM. C1-4.7mf output test Led voltage read. C4-104 LDR read. R2
10k stabilizes PWM output by providing a load to ground. The LDR and the switch are
standard circuits. See the schematic.

Step 1 — Arduino LED Exploration

  

RS is found by (Vin – VLED) / ILED as (6 – 1.7) / .02 = 215 or about 220.

My new circuits.
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Step 2

  

Arduino BreadBoard

Step 3

  

I just created a circuit for this article. You need the circuit to run my program. I created a
very small cute circuit board LedExplore2s.pdf and circuit.pdfand a mini-shield
LedExplore1mShield.pdf.

I also made a board with twelve circuits on it LedExplore2s12.pdf.

The program
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Step 4

  

The program

Step 5

  

My program

Step 6

  

My program
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Build the circuit and down load the source code from Letsmakerobots.com under something
else.

This document was last generated on 2012-12-05 12:52:29 AM.

Step 7

 

Ohms Law
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